In the bosom of the magnificent views created by nature in Shikoku
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Shoku no Nanyo cartonnage (premium dish)
Original dishes produced from high quality abundant ingredients from the Nanyo region are served at impressive, special locations.

This is a tourism product which offers "food and a trip of high quality" consisting of original dishes produced from high quality ingredients from the Nanyo region. The original dishes are served in a three-layered box (cartonnage) at an impressive location which will leave you superb memories of the trip. "Cartonnage" refers to a French handicraft which is made by assembing cardboard. This is a real "treasure box of flavors" which can be enjoyed at premium places in Nanyo. Example of the contents (served at Uchikaze and Takakasii Residence): "Blessings from mountains and the river in Uchikaze" cooked with pork from Uchikaze and various ingredients including Japanese mitten crabs from mountains and the river.

- 5,399 yen or over (tax included)
- Advance reservations only
- 1 person or over
- Depending on the ages
- Depending on the seasons
- Activities, tours and reservation requests
- Advantages and details
- On the net (www.takakasii.com)
- On the net (www.takaya16.com)
- On the net (www.takaya16.com)

Example

Tour around solitary islands in the Uwa Sea and create pearl accessories

Tour around the islands with local guides and hands-on experience of existing on shell and pearl treasures

- School trip, Yuzumiyumi no okinawa, Nanakam, Sasaaki, Takakasii Residence, Ohama island, etc.
- Advance reservations only
- 1 person or over (depending on the seasons)
- Depending on the ages and seasons
- Depending on the seasons
- Activities, tours and reservation requests
- Advantages and details
- On the net (www.takakasii.com)
- On the net (www.takaya16.com)
- On the net (www.takaya16.com)

Sounds of ancient Japan!
Slip back in time to historical music!
Let’s touch it! Play with Gagaku (Japanese traditional music and dance)

Gagaku is music which is used for wedding ceremonies, etc., conducted at shrines. You can play traditional musical instruments handed over from the Heian Period. The musical instrument called "koto" describes the light from heaven. "Ryukaku" describes dances where dragons travel between heaven and earth. It is a unique opportunity where you can experience Gagaku which recently attracts attention as therapeutic music. Slip back in time to historical music by listening to fine music, playing musical instruments on your own or wearing white clothes or costumes for players. Let’s be a "Gagaku girl" or "Gagaku boy!"

- Adult: 2,000 yen, child: 1,000 yen
- Takakasii Gagaku
- 10:30, 11:30, 13:30, 14:30
- On the net (www.takakasii.com)
- Reservation will be required

Uwajima is a place which makes you beautiful...
Experience soothingesthnic treatments by using pearl powder at Kiya Ryskan (Japanese inn)

Experience soothingesthnic treatments by using pearl powder at a ryokan loved by great literary figures

Why don’t you enjoy the esthetic treatment by using pearl powder “KIYA Pearl Cosmetics” at Kiya Ryskan which has somanest of the old ryokans founded in 1797? “Pearl Esthetics” is a local esthetic treatment born in Uwajima which is one of the origin points of pearls in Japan. The treatment uses "Hanashiki Kosmicl" jointly developed by pearl producers, who look particular role of pearl powder, and female esthetician in Uwajima. In addition to the pearl treatment, esthetic treatment by female nutritionists will make your hands, body and soul relaxed. You will have real “beauty” by removing stress from your skin.

- On the net (www.kiya-ryokan.com)
06 Dogo Onsen
Experience Ozu washi (Japanese paper) making and fly a kite made of the washi at the riverbed!

Experience Ozu washi (Japanese paper) making and fly a Japanese kite you make at the riverbed!

Try the hand-made process of the traditional craft "Ozu washi" (Japanese paper) and make a traditional Japanese kite using the washi. You can enjoy kite flying with the kite you make at the riverbed of the Oda River which is a famous place for flying kites. Another place to visit is "Hakkei Taka Hakuchuo" (museum of kites) which has a collection of around 400 kites from all over Japan and the world.

*Hands-on paper making experience*
- Teacher: Shinoke Tsuchida
- 2401, Higashi-Usuki Town, Kita City, Ehime Prefecture
- https://www.usuki-tepukai.com/hakkei-taka-hakuchuo
- Saturdays, Sundays and holidays

*Hands-on kite flying experience*
- Hakkei Taka Hakuchuo
- 4237, Kita-Usuki Town, Kita City, Ehime Prefecture
- https://www.usuki-tepukai.com/hakkei-taka-hakuchuo
- Weekends and holidays

07 Usuki City
Find new appeals of Ozu by strolling on the street

Visiting Goryu Sanso (mountain villa) and strolling on the street with a guide who knows all of Ozu to see historical spots

When you walk around Ozu, you can find remnants of its prosperous history in the lives of its citizens. Storied of flourishing periods still remain in its quiet atmosphere. Why don’t you tour around the streets of Ozu and experience its appealing history. Food and people? We recommend you to use the services of a "tours guide" (strolling guide) who know everything about Ozu. They will offer you various courses they create depending on specific themes and seasons.

08 Usuki Town

-Uchiko - A town with remnants of ancient streets

Dressing in rental kimonos in a 140-year-old folk house and walking on the street wearing a kimono.

Experience traditional craftsmanship in Uchiko

Uchiko is a town with remnants of ancient streets. This program offers the experience of dressing in rental kimonos in a 140-year-old folk house in a town with the atmosphere of a historic street. Wearing a colorful and cute kimono will surely add to the fun the hands-on experiences of traditional crafts in Uchiko (Japanese paper making, woodblock printing, etc.) will make your one-and-only memory.

*Dressing experience* (around 3 hours, depending on experience of participants)
- 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM, 13:00 PM - 16:00 PM
- Uchiko Town Visitor Center (089) 793-2390, Uchiko Town, Kita City, Ehime Prefecture
- http://www.usuki-tepukai.com/ (English)